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Abstract: The need for Internet of Things (IoT) applications is increasing day after day and now these applications are getting used in many domains and lots of systems. With this vast increasing, new problems arise with networks. Applying IoT in wide networks requires large number of sensor nodes in the network which will increase the data traffic in this network and subsequently losing more energy. Many solutions and protocols have been proposed to fix this problem and to adapt with these networks. The most important protocol was RPL but it has many weaknesses like inefficiency with load balancing. In this study, we propose a solution to alleviate the problem of losing energy and to improve the performance of RPL routing protocol. We propose an algorithm which uses an efficient strategy based on 4 metrics to choose the preferred parent (Node rank, ETX metric, residual energy and number of transmitted packets per node). The algorithm had been implemented using Cooja simulator. In addition, the proposed algorithm had been evaluated considering average power consumption and Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) of different-densities networks. Plus, a precise comparison between the proposed algorithm and ECRM algorithm had been accomplished. Simulation results show that our proposed algorithm outperforms ECRM algorithm in terms of improving the process of energy consumption and packet transmitting rate.
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INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is a recent communication paradigm that envisions a near future in which the objects of everyday life will be equipped with micro controllers, transceivers for digital communication and suitable protocol stacks that will make them able to communicate with one another and with the users, becoming an integral part of the internet (Zanella et al., 2014).

Most of IoT applications use Low power and Lossy Network (LLN) networks which have sensor nodes with constrained resources these networks are limited in term of memory, processing and energy consumption (Sebastian and Sivagurunathan, 2018). Therefore, routing protocols should be more suitable to fit with that and fulfill all application requirements that related to energy efficiency to prolong network lifetime in addition to rise the reliability and minimize the latency.

In 2012, IETF considered IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low power and lossy network (RPL) the standard routing protocol of LLN networks (Winter et al., 2012). RPL protocol chooses paths depending on routing metrics and objective function but the problem here is that there are many weaknesses like load imbalance (Qasem et al., 2018) which causes additional consumption of nodes energy. To solve this problem, an algorithm has been proposed to improve load balance through reducing energy consumption which leads to prolonging network lifetime.

The proposed algorithm has been created to fit IoT applications which require low-energy consumption and long lifetime network and to adapt to networks with large number of sensor nodes, like smart cities where there are large number of devices with very limited potentials in battery, processor and memory in addition to applications that require data collecting like environmental monitoring. The rest of this study would be divided as follows: an overview of RPL protocol will be over viewed in the 2nd part. In the 3rd part we will present some important related works available in the literature, our proposed algorithm will be presented in the 4th part in the 5th part we will evaluate the performance of our algorithm, finally, a future prospects of this study will be proposed.

Overview of RPL protocol

Control messages: RPL protocol is considered as a standard routing protocol of LLN networks, it creates the network topology by a graph called DAG which consists one or more Destination-Oriented Direct Acyclic Graphs (DODAGs). RPL uses 3 types of controlling messages to build DODAG which are (Conta et al., 2006; Aljarrah et al., 2016).
DODAG Information Object (DIO): DIO message contains network parameters that allows node to find an RPL instance, maintain the DODAG construction, find its own setting coefficients and choose the list of parents in the network.

DODAG Information Solicitation (DIS): DIS is usually used by any node to explicitly solicit DIO messages directly from neighbouring nodes, it is also used to add nodes to DODAG tree if it was impossible to receive DIO message after a predefined time interval.

DAO Destination Advertisement Object: DAO message carries destination information upward along DODAG tree which means providing data of the ascending path by registering every node has been visited through the specific ascending path. Each node except DODAG root sends DAO message to transmit prefixes and children routing tables to parents.

Constructing DODAG tree: First of all, the root node starts building DODAG by broadcasting DIO message to neighboring nodes which contains a lot of information like node rank (allow nodes to locate themselves in DODAG and avoid routing loops), operation mode, objective functions and metrics.

Each node receives a DIO message should process the message and take decision if it would join DODAG or not according to OF being in use. If the node joins DODAG, it will have an ascending path upward to the root then it determines its rank and updates its own neighboring nodes table and chooses the preferred parent which would be used to forward messages to DODAGE root. The preferred parent is usually the neighboring node that has the minimum rank according to the OF. Each node receives DIO message must process it and repeat the whole process until it is delivered to all nodes in the network (Sobral et al., 2019).

RPL allows new nodes to be joined. Every new node use DIS message to request DIO message from another node which is already existed in DODAG.

Objective Function (OF): DODAG building process depends on the objective functions that network considers, OF combine many different metrics to calculate the rank and make the protocol use this rank to create optimal paths. Researchers put two standards to OF in RPL which are:

Objective Function Zero (OF0) which relates to hop count as a routing metric to specify the preferred parent among all the candidate neighbouring nodes (Thubert, 2012).

Minimum Rank with Hysteresis Objective Function (MRHOF) which select the best path based on ETX (Expected Transmission Count) which is the maximum number of resending processes that are needed to receive packets correctly in the destination.

Literature view: Load-balancing is still an open issue in RPL, especially with the fact that there are more than one possibility to choose the parent which means, either that the parent node is under very heavy traffic or there is no traffic at all. Better solutions for such problems are still envisaged in order to improve routing and prolonging network lifetime and managing the constrained resources efficiently.

Researchers in Shokawry et al. (2014) have created Context Aware Objective Function (CAOF) that allows RPL to consider constrained resources of sensor nodes and its time changes, like battery level.

In Al-Kashouh et al. (2016) the researchers used the Buffer Occupancy (BO) with ETX as a complex metric to balance traffic and minimize the number of lost packets. In Taghizadeh et al. (2018) the researchers suggested solutions to fix the problem of missing packets and energy over consumption when the traffic is heavy they suggested a new routing metric called (Context Aware Routing metric (CARF)) this metric considers using buffers and parents residual energy and it helps network with having more balanced energy and more paths to balance the load.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The concerned algorithm and our proposed enhancement: RPL protocol has been designed to cover the increasing requirement for resource constrained devices but as we have already mentioned, it has balancing-load problem which reduces the network reliability. This problem leads to a huge difference in data traffic which in turn leads in the heavily loaded nodes to consume additional energy faster than other regular nodes. That would cause energy over consumption and force part of the network to be disconnected.

To improve the network performance and solve this problem, Energy-and Congestion-aware Routing Metric (ECRM) algorithm has been proposed (Ullah et al., 2017). This algorithm considers the residual energy of a node in a manner that the parent node with energy level under a certain threshold will not be selected in order to avoid disconnection in its children nodes. The algorithm also considers the queue utilization in the nodes which are elected to be the best parent to prevent any overflow in the queues which might leads to consecutive packet drop. We suggested an improvement of the algorithm using these metrics:

- Residual energy and consumed energy of each node
- In that case the connected part of the network would not be disconnected as its energy depletes
- ETX metric, in order to choose high quality links
- Number of packets sent to each node in order to avoid congestion and overload in the network
- Node ranks
The steps of the algorithm are as follows: each node recognizes its neighbors by DIO messages which contain information like rank, ETX, energy status and transmitted packets count. Form a group of parent candidates.

Each node selects the parent node according to the lowest ETX value, the smallest number of transmitted packets and a certain threshold of the residual energy. The algorithm would be applied on every pair of parents as: first, we check if the residual energy of each parent node is over the threshold or we will move to another alternative node.

We check the ETX metric and the proportion of transmitted packets, if ETX was in the acceptable range and there is difference in the number of transmitted packets then we would choose the parent node with the lowest ETX and the lowest transmitted packets count.

If ETX of two nodes are similar or even close and higher than max then we choose the parent node with the lowest transmitted packets count. Considering node n and p1 and p2 as candidates parents of n, if ETX p1 is the ETX metric of p1 and ETX p2 is the ETX metric of node p2, then the ETX metric ratio is calculated as follows (Fig. 1):

$$ R = \frac{ETX_{p1}}{ETX_{p2}} = \frac{(1-K) \times \text{curr\_energy}}{\text{Max\_energy}} $$

If the transmitted packets count of parents are similar, then we choose the parent with the lower value of $R$. Where $R$ is:

$$ R = \frac{ETX_{p1} \times 100}{ETX_{p1} > ETX_{p2}} $$

$$ R = \frac{ETX_{p1} \times 100}{ETX_{p2}} $$

otherwise
The $K$ value is the adjustable weight value as shown below:

$$K = \frac{\text{cur rank}}{\text{Max Rank}}$$

Where:
- $\text{cur rank}$: Represents a current node rank value
- $\text{Max rank}$: A maximum rank value in the networks

The $R$ metric has a good energy balance in the lower ranks and good links in higher ranks because the low-rank node transmits a lot of data to a lot of children nodes, so these nodes should have a long lifetime. On the other hand, the high-rank nodes should have an acceptable value of ETX to have rate of packets delivering.

After selecting the best parent, the data would be routed towards it. If an acknowledge packet is received from MAC, packet will be considered as successfully received by the parent node.

If no acknowledge packet was received from MAC, packet would be lost and they have to be sent again and the process should be restarting from step 2. Figure 1 shows the schema of the proposed algorithm (Table 1).

**Network setup:** Simulation process runs through a random topology consisted of server node works as a root in DODAG and group of client nodes, the region density where nodes work is ranging between 20 nodes for low density and 100 nodes for high density. To introduce lossiness into the wireless medium we used UDGM Model which defines lossiness considering the relative distances of nodes in the radio medium and by this model we are able to control the ratio of transmitting and receiving. We kept the Transmission ratio (TX) 100% because we consider the lossiness at the receiver and we changed the Reception Ratio (RX) which refers to the rate of the successful packets reception at the receiver and it also refers to the lossiness in the wireless medium. In fact, while the distance between a node and the other node’s transmitting range decreases, the probability of successful packets receiving increases in this node. We put the transmitting range on 50 m and the interference range on 60 m, we run the simulation for 7200 sec, the Table 1 describes different parameters in the different scenarios.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Energy consumption evaluation with fixed number of nodes and variable values of RX:** In these scenarios, we evaluated the average energy consumption of each node using RX (the rate of successfully received packets at the receiver), we chose a fixed number of nodes and then we varied RX values as in Fig. 2-4.

When fixing nodes number and taking two different values of RX (relatively good and bad cases), we noticed that average energy consumption would be higher when the value of RX is lower because when we increase the rate of successful receiving, lossiness in the network decreases and as this rate decreases the lossiness rate increases. In addition, networks with high lossiness requires additional transmitting processes and subsequently they consume more energy.

![Fig. 2: Average power consumption as a function of the RX values with node density of 20](image)

![Fig. 3: Average power consumption as a function of the RX values with node density of 60](image)

Table 1: Simulation parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulator</td>
<td>Contiki 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio medium</td>
<td>UDGM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX ratio</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX range</td>
<td>50 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT range</td>
<td>60 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX ratio</td>
<td>20, 40, 60, 80, 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy model</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
<td>20, 40, 60, 80, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIO min</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIO doubling</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time 2 h</td>
<td>7200 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>802.15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDC channel check rate</td>
<td>16 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Energy consumption evaluation relating to send interval: In this scenario we evaluated the average energy consumption with time intervals between messages to make a relatively good rate of successful packet reception RX = 80% as shown in Fig. 7. According to this figure we notice that the average energy consumption linearly decreases with send interval increasing. In another word, send interval is inversely proportional to energy consumption and as the rate of application messages increases, the network resources will be drained faster and the traffic will increase which causes more wireless collisions and energy over consumption.

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) evaluation with fixed number of nodes and variable values of RX: We evaluated the packet delivery ratio with fixed number of nodes in all cases (low-density, high-density and medium-density) and we modified the ratio of successful packet reception at bad value and at relatively good value. According to Fig. 8-10, PDR decreases when the rate of successful packet reception is low comparing to the high rate of successful packet reception. This is because the energy consumption increases when RX decreases. The decrease of current parent’s energy level requires searching for candidate nodes and reforming DODAG. This process causes packet loss and decrease in the PDR.

PDR evaluation with variable number of nodes and with fixed rates of RX: In these scenarios we evaluated the performance of the algorithm in terms of a packet delivery ratio of variable-density network with fixed RX values.
According to Fig. 11 and 12, we notice that PDR remains almost close to each other when number of nodes increases. This is due to the improvement of energy consumption where nodes don’t deplete the battery and subsequently, PDR stays relatively high.

Comparison of energy consumption between the proposed algorithm and ECRM algorithm: According to the comparison between the ECRM and our proposed algorithm, we notice that energy consumption in ECRM is higher as shown in Fig. 13 and 14. When node’s buffer overflows a resending process is initiated which consumes more energy. In our proposed algorithm, energy consumption is better due to the fact that, parent who sends the least number of packet will be chosen as the preferred parent.

Comparison of PDR between our proposed algorithm and ECRM: In our proposed algorithm PDR is higher as shown in Fig. 15 and 16 comparing with ECRM. The enhanced performance of the proposed protocol is due to the improvement in energy consumption in the network through a good choice of the parent that sends less packets on the other hand in ECRM when number of nodes increases, the buffer capacity is exceeded and the processes of retransmission and reception increase too as a result the PDR decreases.

However, some complexity is added to our algorithm, so, a trade-off is needed between energy consumption and latency. Further investigations concerning CPU execution time are needed in order to fairly compare our approach with others.
CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed an algorithm for load-balancing in RPL through balancing the energy consumption, considering metrics like residual energy of nodes, transmitting packets count, ETX and node rank.

This algorithm shown an improvement in energy consumption all over the network and in the PDR also. Our algorithm outperforms ECRM in terms of energy consumption and PDR.

Future work: Some additional future works still to be elaborated: evaluating the algorithm performance for different metrics in different scenarios.

Improving the performance of the proposed algorithm through modifying and improving many parameters like DIO minimum interval, DIO interval doublings and radio duty-cycling interval. These parameters are very important in controlling the general traffic, energy consumption and convergence time. Studying and evaluating the algorithm performance with mobile nodes in the network.
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